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On the fifteenth of May in the Jungle of Nool, 
In the heat of the day, in the cool of the pool, 
He was splashing…enjoying the jungle’s great joys… 
When Horton the elephant heard a small noise. 
  
So Horton stopped splashing. He looked toward the sound. 
“That’s funny,” thought Horton. “There’s no one around.” 
Then he heard it again! Just a very faint yelp 
As if some tiny person were calling for help. 
 
I’ll help you,” said Horton. “But who are you? Where?” 
He looked and he looked. He could see nothing there 
But a small speck of dust blowing past through the air. 
  
“I say,” murmured Horton. “I’ve never heard tell 
Of a small speck of dust that is able to yell. 
So you know what I think…Why I think that there must 
Be someone on top of that small speck of dust! 
Some sort of a creature of very small size, 
Too small to be seen by an elephant’s eyes… 
  
“…some poor little person who’s shaking with fear 
That he’ll blow in the pool! He has no way to steer! 
I’ll just have to save him. Because, after all, 
A person’s a person, no matter how small.” 
 
In the timeless classic by Dr. Seuss, Horton Hears a Who, Horton the elephant is going about his daily business, 
splashing away in the pool, when all of the sudden, he hears something out of the ordinary. In fact, if he had 
not been paying attention, he may not have even noticed it.   
 
But Horton’s curiosity leads him to hear a very faint yelp, as if some tiny person is calling for help. “How can 
that be?” he thinks to himself. “I’ve never heard tell of a small speck of dust that is able to yell.” And as Horton 
takes a closer look, he discovers that this is much more than a small speck of dust. It’s a whole world of tiny 
little Who’s who are crying out for help.  
 
Last week, we began a worship series here at Calvary called, “The Practice of Paying Attention.” And I’ve loved 
hearing your stories of paying attention throughout the week – stories of hearing music in the hallways, seeing 
new beauty in creation, or seeing things you hadn’t noticed before in film and literature. But my favorite story 
from the week was from Doug and Pat Weaver.  
 
On Thursday, they made the drive to Houston to MD Anderson to see if Doug would need to do a 4th and final 
round of chemotherapy. And thanks be to God, his team of doctors felt very comfortable NOT doing the last 
round of chemo and sent Doug and Pat home, saying they didn’t need to come back for three months! After 



driving down every other week for most of the summer, this was very good news. And Pat said that when they 
came down the elevator at MD Anderson after their appointment, the doors of the elevator opened and there 
was someone playing “How Great Thou Art” on the grand piano in the lobby. They were blown away. It would 
have been hard NOT to pay attention to that. 
 
But it makes me wonder – how often do we rush past these grand and beautiful moments God is orchestrating 
without even noticing?  
 
I truly believe that moments like these are all around us, if only we would pay attention. But, today I would 
like to shift our focus a bit. Because not only are we invited to pay attention to beauty in the world, but we’re 
also called to pay attention to pain. To difficulty. To injustice. We are called to pay careful attention when 
things aren’t right, or when things just aren’t adding up. Because God meets us in those spaces, too. Which is 
exactly where we find ourselves as we continue reading in Exodus 2 this week. 
 
Last week, we left off with Moses’ mother bringing him back to be raised by Pharaoh’s daughter, who saved 
him from the basket floating down the Nile River. And so Moses is growing up in Pharaoh’s palace with the 
Egyptians, but he also knows that his people are Hebrew, and not Egyptian. In verse 11, Moses is watching his 
people work one day and is overcome by the reality that all of them are slaves, working hard, forced labor. 
Something is not right about that, and he is paying attention. All of the sudden, he sees an Egyptian beating a 
Hebrew person. And so Moses jumps in and saves the Hebrew, killing the Egyptian and hiding him in the sand. 
 
Now, you and I might read this and think, “Well, it’s great that he saved the Hebrew, but did he really have to 
kill the Egyptian? Was that necessary?” 
 
But Old Testament scholar Terence Fretheim says it’s important to note that Moses’ actions here in Exodus 
are actually parallel with God’s actions later in the text, just like we talked about with Pharaoh’s daughter last 
week. For instance, Moses sees Israel’s oppression, just as God sees it in verse 25. And the same verb that is 
used to describe Moses striking the Egyptian in verse 12 is also used to describe God’s actions toward the 
Egyptians in chapter 13 when God strikes Egypt with different plagues. Fretheim says that the use of the same 
verb (to strike) would not have been considered inappropriate by the narrator, because it anticipates what 
God is going to do next. It foreshadows God’s more active resistance toward injustice in the coming chapters.  
 
A second time in this text, in verse 13, Moses is compared to God when he sees two Hebrews who are fighting 
with each other. Again, something doesn’t seem right, and Moses is paying attention. He confronts the person 
who is in the wrong, just as God will confront Pharaoh through Moses in the days ahead. 
 
And later, Moses flees to the land of Midian, when he sees shepherds driving away women from a well where 
they are drawing water for their father’s flock. Once again, something isn’t right about this scene, and Moses 
is paying attention. He immediately rushes to rescue them, and the same verb that is used when Moses saves 
these women is the verb used later in Exodus to talk about the way God will ultimately rescue and save the 
people of Israel. 
 
Over and over again, Moses is aligned with God when Moses is paying attention. He notices when something 
isn’t right. He sees the injustices happening around him, and he can’t help but to respond – even when it 
means risking his own safety.  
 
Friends, like Moses, are we paying attention? Do we even see the injustices happening in our community and 
out world? And if so, are we, like Moses, responding? Because ultimately, the practice of paying attention 
can’t leave us where we are. It calls us to action.  



Many of you know Sarah Tang, who grew up here at Calvary and is now in college at the University of Texas 
studying sociology. During her junior year of high school, Sarah had an experience that opened her eyes to 
injustice, helping her to see things she had never seen before. And those of us who know her well would say 
that she’s never been the same since. She wrote the following words in her college entrance essay: 
 
During October of my junior year, I realized that I care about poverty. This came about partly because I took 
part in the Poverty Simulation, an event put on by Mission Waco in which participants basically experience 
homelessness for a weekend. It was during this week that I met Linda, a lady with a bad knee and a missing 
eye who often sits on a street corner holding a cardboard plea for money.   
 
I had probably driven past her many, many times without a second glance before that October. The truth is 
that issues like homelessness and poverty are uncomfortable and make us cringe, and they’re often riddled 
with addiction and mental illness. It’s hard to look at these issues, but a few weeks after the Poverty 
Simulation, when I found myself sitting next to Linda on the sidewalk outside a gas station, I realized… that is 
why we must. 
 
Up until now, I have lived most of my life surrounded by a primarily Caucasian, middle class, Bible-belt society, 
one that ironically does not often have much time or empathy for the homeless, even though our town of 
Waco boasts a poverty rate almost double that of the US. Whatever misconceptions the general public 
believes about poverty and homelessness, I probably also believed at some point.  
The problem is that we see these issues as just that—issues—rather than real people struggling with very real 
and very difficult circumstances, often the victims of policies and laws that work against them. Once I saw 
Linda as a human, in need of the same basic physical and emotional necessities that I do, it was a lot harder 
not to care. 
 
I cannot honestly write about myself without mentioning these matters—issues that frustrate and infuriate 
me, but have in the last few years shaped who I am and who I am becoming. It is Linda and the nameless, 
unseen 28% of Waco who do not have a consistent place to rest each night that make me [want to do 
something more to help]. It is the lack of resources and the lack of a way out of the poverty cycle. [And so, I 
have decided that I want to spend my life] not only as someone who sees, but as someone who cares about 
and is willing to work for the betterment of the lives of those who the rest of the world sees as invisible.  
 
Like Sarah, once we see injustice, we can’t not see it. And like Moses, once it has struck a chord within us, we 
can’t help but to respond.  
 
However, I would be remiss to preach a sermon on “seeing injustice” without also acknowledging the role that 
privilege plays in all of this. There are those of us who are surrounded by such injustice that we can’t NOT see 
it. And then are those of us who have a choice about whether we will pay attention to it, or just keep walking. 
And that choice is a privilege. And I would imagine that many of us have been on both sides of this coin. 
 
For instance, as someone who grew up needing to use a wheelchair and walker to help me get around, I 
couldn’t NOT notice when places were not accessible to me. When I couldn’t get to a second floor because 
there wasn’t an elevator, or couldn’t get into a restaurant or store, or even to parts of my church. But, these 
were things that most people who could walk didn’t even notice. They didn’t have to pay attention to things 
like ramps and elevators – because they didn’t affect them. One time I was receiving an award, and all the 
other kids walked up the steps on stage to receive theirs, but I was on the floor. And I kept waving to the 
person giving out the awards saying, “Hey! Look at me! I’m down here!” But he kept calling out my name and 
even went on to the next part of the program because he thought I wasn’t there. He couldn’t see me.  
 



But, as someone who is white, I know that there are countless things I don’t even think twice about that my 
brothers and sisters of color HAVE to think about on a daily basis. I was getting gas one day with a friend who 
was African American, and he noticed that I didn’t get a receipt after filling my car up with gas. He said, “Hey, 
don’t you want to go back and get a receipt?” And I shrugged and said, “Oh no, I don’t need one.” He got 
really quiet, and he said, “I always get a receipt for gas, and for every big purchase I make.” I honestly couldn’t 
understand why he was being so high-maintenance about it.  
 
But then he went on to say, “I always get a receipt because I never want to give anyone reason to assume that 
I drove off without paying for it. And if I were ever stopped, they wouldn’t take my word for it. They wouldn’t 
believe me like they would you.” I was blown away. That thought never would have crossed my mind before. 
And when something has never crossed our minds before. When we’ve never even noticed because it never 
affected us – that’s what privilege is. Choosing to pay attention to injustice is a privilege, friends. And yet, we 
must do it. 
 
When something doesn’t seem right, like Moses, are we paying attention? Do we pay attention to the 
marginalized voices in our community? Do we know their names? Have we listened to their voices and heard 
their stories?  
 
Because Jesus did! He paid attention. He knew people…. many of whom were so marginalized that our Bible 
doesn’t even give them names. They are people the Bible calls tax collectors and sinners. Prostitutes. The 
leper in Galilee. The criminals who died beside him on the cross. The paralytic at Capernaum. The man with 
the withered hand. The woman with the issue of blood. The man who used to sit and beg. 
 
And ultimately, Jesus reminds us that he himself is at the margins when he says in the parable, “Truly I tell 
you, whatever you did to one of the least of these who are members of my family, you did it to me.” And 
when we pay attention to those the world often avoids or doesn’t see – Jesus meets us in these spaces. We 
are paying attention to Jesus himself.  
 
And so, our challenge for this week is to pay attention when things don’t seem right. Let’s pay attention to 
pain. Pay attention to the voices that aren’t be heard. To the stories that aren’t being shared. Pay attention to 
the person who isn’t on stage – who isn’t sitting at the table. But once we see it, we can’t un-see it. The 
question is, how will you and I respond?   
 
When Horton finally rescues the Who’s, he finds them in a horrible state. 

 
“My friends!” cried the elephant. “Tell me!  Do tell!” 
Are you safe?  Are you sound?  Are you whole?  Are you well? 
 
From down on the speck came the voice of the Mayor: 
We’ve really had trouble!  Much more than our share. 
When that black-bottomed birdie let go and we dropped, 
We landed so hard that our clocks have all stopped. 
 
Our tea-pots are broken. Our rocking-chairs smashed. 
And our bicycle tires blew up when we crashed. 
So Horton please! Pleaded that voice of the Mayor’s 
Will you stick by us who’s while we’re making repairs? 

 
Of course, Horton answered.  Of course I will stick. 



I’ll stick by you small folks through thin and through thick. 
From sun in the summer. From rain when it’s fallish, 
I’ll always stand by you. No matter how smallish. 
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